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All that is stated here is based on reading and on confrontation of the reading (1) with the
results of sociological research and (2) with the empirical knowledge of Indian reality. No
statistical methods were used. In Hindi short stories, we find a number of recurrent family
motifs through the whole 20th century, modified according to the time and view-point of the
respective writer. Hindi short story is reflective of social realities but it can be regarded as a
document of its time only up to some extent. The natural fascination of the writers by the
novelty of certain problems is rather misleading.

Apart from a few indefinite pieces of prose � something between novel and
short story � from the 19th century, the line of the modern short story in Hindi
was started by Premcand (1880 � 1936). The modern form came from the West
and through Bengali in the early 20th century. An essential feature of its moder-
nity and the main difference as against the prose of earlier centuries was its sec-
ularity, its concern with earthly life without a garb of religion. The short story
soon became a very popular form of literature. The short form enables the writ-
er to react promptly to contemporary events and to new ideas and, last but not
least, to earn some money quickly. A number of Hindi writers started writing
just to earn their livelihood and probably for none of them the financial aspect
of their creative activities was irrelevant. For the readers who, as a rule, were
neither highly educated nor well-off, it was much easier to read short stories in
journals or in cheap paper backs than to labour through a novel. And, once again
last but not least, there is a long tradition of fables, fairy tales and other short
forms in India. The periods of the bloom of the short story more or less coincid-
ed with the periods of stormy developments and changes in the society. Its ori-
gin coincided with the first great wave of the national movement, another great
bloom followed in the stormy 1930s.

In the social reality, the highest concern of life for an average Indian are the
affairs of his family. Accordingly, a typical topic of modern Hindi literature
since its beginnings has been the family with its traditional hierarchy of rela-
tions. We cannot go into details of defining different forms of the traditional In-
dian family the definitions of which, after all, vary. While mentioning the tradi-
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tional family we mean a familial group larger than the nuclear family (consist-
ing of husband, wife and minor children), a group which, among other things,
functions to arrange marriages of the young generation by securing a suitable
match through negotiations. In most cases appearing in modern Hindi short sto-
ries, it is either the unit called joint family, i.e., consisting of two parallel or one
parallel and one elder generation of people, or the unit called small joint family
(or extended family), consisting of husband, wife and their unmarried children
living with one or more kin of an elder generation.1

In Hindi short stories, we find a number of recurrent family motifs through
the whole 20th century, modified according to the time and view-point of the
respective writer. The above-mentioned pieces of prose of the 19th century were
rather didactic pictures of family life.2 Two strong trends of the early modern
Hindi prose � the realistic one and the romantic one � were represented by
Premcand and Jay�aºkar Pras�d (1889 � 1937).

As to the attitude towards the family, it is striking that Pras�d�s characters
are, in a way, depicted as isolated from their extended families and relatives
which was not in accordance with the current social reality.3 This trait of his
writing is sometimes explained as inherent to the short form, sometimes as a
consequence of the usual way of romanticists to create independent lonely he-
roes struggling against their circumstances.4 The latter explanation appears
more plausible, if we take into account the settings of short stories written by
non-romantic writers. It may be worth mentioning that Pras�d as a romantic
prose writer remained rather an isolated phenomenon in Hindi literature while
Premcand not only was an extraordinarily prolific writer but he also found
many continuers and followers.

In Premcand�s short stories, in particular in his early ones, woman, especially
a chaste and brave woman devoted to her husband, is depicted as a pillar holding
up everything and holding the family together.5 The tenor of Premcand�s younger
contemporaries was similar.6 There are numbers of characters of such women who
remained chaste and, in a way, devoted to their husbands even if deserted by them.
They were depicted as morally superior to any other human being in the world.7

1 Cf. Raghuvir Sinha, Dynamics of Change in the Modern Hindu Family. New Delhi 1993.
2 �ril�l, Dharmsinh ká kah�ná, 1851; Gaurádatt, Devr�ná jeóh�ná ká kah�ná, 1870. Nothing is

known about the authors.
3 E.g., almost all short stories in the collection Indraj�l (1936).
4 Peter Gaeffke, Grundbegriffe moderner indischer Erzählkunst aufgezeigt am Werke

Jay�aºkara Pras�das (1889-1937). Leiden 1970, pp. 216-217.
5 E.g., Sair-e-darvá�. In: Soz-e-vatan. K�npur 1908; Ba¨e ghar ká beóá. Zam�n� (K�npur),

December 1910; Svarg ká devá. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 3, 4th ed. Ban�ras 1954; Do sakhiyÆ. In:
M�nasarovar, vol. 4, 8th ed. Ban�ras 1958; Abhil�·�. In: Ibid; �ik�r. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 1,
8th ed. Ban�ras 1958; Mis Padm�. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 2, 7th ed. Ban�ras 1957, etc., etc.

7 E.g., Premcand, Agni sam�dhi. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 5, 5th ed. Ban�ras 1958; Unm�d. In:
M�nasarovar, vol. 2; Saut. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 8, 2nd ed. Ban�ras 1956; etc., Badrin�th Bhaóó
Sudar�an, Serdce �en�èiny (Russian translation). In: Serdce �en�èiny. Moskva 1959, etc.
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Mother was as highly valued in accordance with the Indian tradition: �Mother�s
heart is the fountain of life.�8 Motherhood, however, need not be physical. It is
through self-sacrifice and through motherly feelings that a woman morally raises
herself above a man. Of course, Premcand and his contemporaries depicted nu-
merous unhappy wives, too.9 In many cases, the family circumstances were truly
depicted as beyond the moral ability of the wife to adapt herself and to feel con-
tented. All these characters were then depicted as mute sufferers, some of them
even ending their days with a suicide. An extreme case is Vi·öu Prabh�kar�s Na-
lin´ who dies as a victim of her husband�s foolish scientific experiment.10 A very
frequent literary character of Premcand�s days was that of a widow11 in more or
less unhappy circumstances. A mother as a sole breadwinner was usually a wid-
ow.12 Widow remarriage was quite a frequent motif � Premcand was openly in
favour of it but he did not conceal that a widow�s remarriage was a big problem.
Those short stories where a widow remarriage was realized, however, had, as a
rule, optimistic endings.13 On the other hand, a love marriage, if intended, was, as
a rule, not realized,14 or, if realized, its consequences were depicted as bad,15

though the writers seem not to have condemned it as such. There are few short
stories in which forestalling a love marriage brought tragic results.16 Exceptional-
ly the motif of a marriage of one�s own free will appeared, motivated by consider-
ation of character qualities of the future spouse and, in the case of a widow remar-
riage, by a conscious effort for social reform at the grass-root level. In the short
story Gaur´ by Subhadr�kum�r´ Cauh�n (1905 � 1949) the girl�s choice was moti-
vated by sympathy and admiration for a widower, imprisoned for his activities in
the anticolonial struggle.17 At the same time, writers warned against ill-considered
choice of the spouse.18 In a number of short stories, the problem of dowry as a
sort of bridegroom price and the problem of the high cost of the traditional Hindu

8 E.g., Premcand, M�t� k� hÛday. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 3, p. 104.
9 E.g., ��nti. In: N�rá jávan ká kah�niyÆ. Ban�ras n.d.; LÆchan, Nair��ya, Narak k� m�rg,

Strá aur puru·. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 5; 5th ed. Ban�ras 1958; �èdr�. In: M�nasarovar, vol.2;
Subhadr�kum�rá Cauh�n, Gr�máö�. In: Galp-dh�r�. Dillá n.d.; Il�candra Jo�á, T�r�. In Rasskazy
indijskich pisatelej I, Moskva 1959; I. Jo�á, Rukm�. In: Sovremennyj indijskij rasskaz. Tashkent
1958.

10 Vi·öu Prabh�kar, Vaijñ�nik ká patná. In: Galp-bh�ratá. K��á 1954.
11 E.g., Premcand, Dhikk�r, Udh�r, îdh�r. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 3; Mandir. In: M�nasarovar,

vol. 5; Beó�v�lá vidhv�. In: N�rá jávan ká kah�niyÆ; etc.
12 E.g., Premcand, Mandir, ��nti.
13 E.g., Premcand, N�g-pèj�. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 7, 3rd ed. Ban�ras 1957.
14 E.g., Premcand, Actress. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 5; Vidrohá. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 2; îg�

pách�. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 4, 8th ed. Ban�ras 1958.
15 Premcand, Unm�d; Do qabr¢. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 4; Sudar�an, Kavi ká strá. In: Tárth-

y�tr�. Pray�g 1927.
16 Gaurá. In: Kah�ná: naá aur pur�ná. Dillá n.d.
17 Ibid.
18 E.g., Premcand, MÛtak bhoj. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 4.; Subhadr�kum�rá Cauh�n, Gr�máö�.
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marriage appeared.19 A recurrent motif was childlessness20 and the misery of
those women who gave birth only to daughters,21 but hardly any complaint ap-
peared of too many children in a family and of resulting problems. Some of the
characters of the short stories of the 1920 � 1930s have generational problems or
problems arising in households where grown-up brothers stay together. In Prem-
cand�s stories,22 these problems usually did not result in conflicts, and if they did,
then the conflict was smoothed over in some way. The writer did not take the side
of either generation. Occasionally, the conflict was smoothed over by returning to
the old tradidional ways.23 On the contrary, Premcand�s younger contemporary
Becan �arm� Ugr (1901 � 1967) depicted a generational onflict where the older
generation (an uneducated landlord) was portrayed as greedy, cruel and narrow-
minded whereas the younger generation (his educated son) was just the opposite,
trying to take the side of the poor down-trodden tenants. However, the older gen-
eration wins and the short story has a heart-rending end.24

Some of younger contemporaries of Premcand followed a different path and
concentrated more on the individual psychology of their characters than on is-
sues of wider effect. Their creative activities bloomed, in particular, in the 1930
� 1940s. In their short stories, too, a set of family-related motifs appeared. It
was, however, rather narrowed down. Jainendrakum�r (1905 � 1988) who can be
regarded as the founder of the genre of psychological short story in Hindi called
one of his short stories very simply The Wife.25 The same type of dissatisfied
and unhappy wife appeared in short stories by other writers of the psychologiz-
ing trend again and again.26 They were depicted as merely suffering without be-
ing to blame for anything, unable to seek a way out, let alone to find any.27 It
goes without saying that their marriages were arranged marriages. That, howev-
er, does not yet mean a disapproval of arranged marriages, as it ensues from
Jainendrakum�r�s short story The Logic of Love28 where the writer pronounced
against the very idea of a love marriage in an original and rather shocking way.

19 E.g., Premcand, Kusum. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 2; Subhadr�kum�rá Cauh�n, Gaurá;
Sudar�an, Tárth-y�tr�.

20 E.g., Premcand, Saut; Sudar�an, P�p-pariö�m. In: Tárth-y�tr�.
21 E.g., Premcand, Nair��ya.
22 E.g., Premcand, Ba¨e ghar ká beóá, Algyojh�. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 1; GÛh-náti. In:

M�nasarovar, vol. 2; Bè¨há k�ká. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 8.
23 E.g., Premcand, Ghar jam�á. In: M�nasarovar, vol. 1.
24 Becan �arm� Ugr, Abh�g� kis�n. In: Galp-dh�r�.
25 Patná. In: Kah�ná aur kah�ná (ed. I. Mad�n), Dillá 1966.
26 E.g., H.S.V. Ajñey, Gangrene. In: Jaydol. K��á 1951; Il�candra Jo�i, T�r�; R�mkum�r

Varm�, Kanikuly. In: Rasskazy indijskich pisatelej I.; I. Jo�á, Rukm�; Jainendrakum�r, Rukiy�
bu¨hiy�. In: Jainendra ká kahaniyÆ, vol. 7. Dillá 1959.

27 Later on, in the 1950s, Jainendrakum�r in his novelettes changed over to another type of
heroines who, in fact, are to blame for their difficult situations.

28 Py�r k� tark. In: Jainendrakum�r ká kah�niyÆ, vol. 7.
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After the foundation of the Progressive Writers Association (1936), the trend
of Progressivism (pragativ�d) came to the fore, started to dominate the Hindi
literary scene and culminated in the 1940s and early 1950s. The progressivists,
too, learned from Premcand but they laid much more stress on the social aspect
of any issue than on the psychological one. What cannot be denied is their sin-
cerity and enthusiasm in their struggle against what they called outlived tradi-
tions, against �the ideas of reaction and revivalism in relation to family...�29 Ac-
cordingly, various inequalities within the family � between brothers and sisters,
husband and wife, the old and the young were ardently pointed out, usually re-
ferring to wider social inequalities.30 In the early 1950s, the problem of too
many children in a family was presented as a problem of the current social or-
der which did not allow a man having six or more children to bring them up in
full dignity.31 Even later, home was not usually depicted as a place of content-
ment. A frequent character was an ill-paid clerk with an ailing wife, too many
children or ever-quarrelling female members of the family. He came home,
tired and all the time angry, to find not a little bit of peace. Still, the sufferer
was his wife.32 There were problems with the dowry for daughters.33 The young-
er generation was depicted as suffering under the rule of the older generation
and as entitled to revolt.34 Not only was the institution of arranged marriage dis-
approved, but the motif of love marriage appeared,35 and was whole-heartedly
approved of. We meet down-trodden deserted women in pragativ�d, too,36 but
there are no placatory endings. These women are usually portrayed as capable
of a little revolt which usually proved to be futile and the authors articulated
quite clearly that all this must be changed. Family relations were frequently de-
picted as generally bad and the extended family as condemned to break up.37

The problem of the breaking of the traditional family appeared in Hindi litera-
ture of the 1950s, so to say, more frequently than in the social reality.

The span between the progressivists and the psychologizing trend proved to
be very fruitful � the next generation of writers found a lot to draw upon and

29 Manifesto of the Progressive Writers� Association. In: Walter Ruben, Indische Romane I.
Berlin 1964, p. 269.

30 E.g., Ya�p�l, Parlok. In: Pinjre ká u¨�n. Lakhnaè 1939.
31 E.g., AmÛt R�y, B�l baccedar kabètar. In: L�l dhartá. Il�h�b�d n.d.
32 E.g., AmÛt R�y, S�vná samÆ, �kmun�á ká ek ��m. In: Kaóhghare. Il�h�b�d 1956.
33 E.g., Upendran�th A�k, MÆ. In: Pinjr�. Pray�g 1945.
34 E.g., Ya�p�l, Pr�ya�citt. In: Pinjre ká u¨�n; Ya�p�l, îbrè. In: Tumne ky� kah� th� ma°

sundar hð? Lakhnaè 1954; AmÛt R�y, Bhor se pahle. In: Bhor se pahle. Il�h�b�d 1956.
35 E.g., AmÛt R�y, îhvan. In: Tiraºge kafan. Il�h�b�d n.d.
36 E.g., Ya�p�l, MÛtyunjay, Prem k� s�r. In: Pinjre ká u¨�n; Ek sigreó. In: Citr k� �ár·ak.

Lakhnaè 1951; Pah�¨ ká smÛti. In: Pinjre ká u¨�n; Upendran�th A�k, Dulo, Sabhya-asabhya,
Marusthal. In: Pinjr�; Sprout (English translation), written in 1938. Manushi (New Delhi), No.
47, 1988.

37 U. A�k, Jávan. In: Pinjr�.
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they also learned what to avoid � from both trends. Thus, another bloom of
short story was quite characteristic for the period of significant changes after
Independence. During the first decade of independent India, a number of young
writers who were just starting their literary careers appeared. Their first short
stories were written round 1950. Their writings had many traits in common and
began to be called the New Short Story.38 At a literary conference at Prayag in
December 1957, the designation New Short Story was already an established
term.39 It did not arise from any concept set before (like pragativ�d), but it de-
veloped as a designation for something already basically existing and further
developing. The intention of the New Short Story writers was an appeal that the
human being should be the centre of everything. The main trait of the New
Short Story was anti-traditionalism. A recurrent motif of the New Short Story
was arranged marriage with all its consequences � sometimes tragic ones,
sometimes only killing by inches.40 In fact, arranged marriages were depicted as
worse than they usually are. The writers� attitude towards the traditional family
was unambiguously rejective.41 In the 1950s and early 1960s, the traditional
family was depicted as desintegrating. The writers, as a rule, tore to pieces any
picture of idyllic life in such a family.42 Love marriage, however, was not a very
frequent motif. Rather it was pointed out that on paper nothing stood in the way
of new forms of life and thinking � including love marriage, but in real life they
met with suspicion and they broke down sometimes even purely by unlucky
chance.43 More frequently than ever before, the following situation appeared:
there had been a premarital love, however platonic it may have been, then an
arranged marriage to another partner followed, but the former lovers never for-
got each other and kept in touch through correspondence or sporadic formal
visits at least.44 A recurrent motif was the situation of a young boy or a girl, usu-
ally a student, who had come in touch with new ideas and into conflict with the
patriarchal world of their home.45 This motif was not new in Hindi literature,
but in the New Short Story it was more thoroughly elaborated. In some stories,
the revolt was presented as successful, in some others it failed. The writers un-
ambiguously took the side of the younger generation, of the new. However, the

38 Kah�ná (Il�h�b�d), Special Number 1956.
39 Hari�aºkar Pars�á, Nayá kah�ná. In: Nayá kah�ná � sandarbh aur prakÛti. Dillá 1966, p. 56;

D. Avasthá, Hindá ká kath�-samák·�. îjkal (Dillá) 2/1966, p. 20.
40 E.g., R�jendra Y�dav, Khel-khilaune. In: Khel-khilaune. K��á 1954; Kamle�var, îtm� ká

�v�z. In: R�j� Nirbansiy�. K��á 1957; Mohan R�ke�, òrmil jávan. In: Ins�n ke khaö¶ahar. Dillá
1950.

41 E.g., Mannè Bhaö¶�rá, Nay� paudh�. Kah�ná, September 1957.
42 E.g., M. Bhaö¶�rá, Ekh�ne �k�� n�i. In: Mannè Bhaö¶�rá ká �re·óh kah�niyÆ. Dillá n.d.;

R.Y�dav, Bir�drá-b�har. In: Kin�re se kin�re tak. Dillá 1963.
43 E.g., Nirmal Varm�, Tásr� gav�h. In: Tásr� gav�h. Dillá 1960.
44 E.g., Kamle�var, îtm� ká �v�z; Khoyá huá di��¢. In: Khoyá huá di��¢. Dillá 1963.
45 E.g., R.Y�dav, îjkal ke la¨ke, Aºg�r� k� khel. In: Khel-khilaune.
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representatives of the older generation were not all cut to the same pattern. In
some cases46 it can be felt that the writers had an understanding for them. But at
the same time, the author�s conviction is felt that ideals directed against the in-
dependence of the human personality cannot stand the test of time for long. The
New Short Story writers had a special liking for depicting the contrast between
women still living within their narrow horizons and those who crossed this hori-
zon.47 There are different sorts of unhappiness of discontented unhappy wives
found: some do not know anything else but their �backwater�, others secretly
cherish sweet memories of their life before marriage.48 Especially the plots of
many short stories by R�jendra Y�dav (b. 1929) could be called �a woman�s
lot.� Female characters were depicted with sympathy but without idealization
and without stock stressing of their selflessness if a woman�s character was in-
tended to be a positive one. Most successful were the New Short Story writers
in those short stories where the heroine in her defence against traditions re-
mained half way to modernity. These characters are most natural, for their cre-
ators saw the models of them all around. U·� Priyaµvad� (b. 1931) introduced a
new type into the short story: an unmarried educated woman supporting her
parents and siblings as the sole earner or the main earner in the family.49 The
motif of childlessness appeared in a new context: as the desired temporary
childlessness of a female intellectual, tolerated by her husband and absolutely
beyond the comprehension of the older generation.50 Many children in a family
were occasionally depicted as a burden for their parents, and the parents� efforts
to mould the life path of their children from the very beginning according to
their wishes were depicted as hurting and burdensome for the children.51 A
mother as a sole earner may not necessarily be a widow or a deserted woman
but also a woman who sent her husband away because he was just another bur-
den for her.52 She was depicted as suffering, but not as a silent passive sufferer.
Characters of divorced parents and of their children between them began to ap-
pear.53 The New Short Story was almost preoccupied with the feelings of loneli-
ness of their characters in different situations and on different levels. The motif
of the widow seems to be quite tempting for this purpose. However, the case
was different � the motif of the widow disappeared from the limelight and ap-
peared only occasionally, e.g., in the character of a calm widow as a contrast to
her unbalanced daughter, dissatisfied with life,54 or of a woman still striving for

46 E.g., R.Y�dav, P�s-fel. In: Choóe-choóe T�jmahal. Dillá n.d.
47 E.g., M. Bhaö¶�rá, Ekh�ne �k�� n�i.
48 E.g., Kamle�var, îtm� ká �v�z.
49 U·� Priyaµvad�, Zindagá aur gul�b ke phèl. Kah�ná. July 1958.
50 E.g., M. Bhaö¶�rá, Ekh�ne �k�� n�i.
51 E.g., Kamle�var, Dukhbhará duniy�. In: Khoyá huá di��¢.
52 E.g., M. Bhaö¶�rá, R�ná mÆ k� cabètr�. In: Mannè Bhaö¶�rá ká �re·óh kah�niyÆ.
53 E.g., Mohan R�ke�, Ek aur zindagá, In: Ek aur zindagá. Dillá 1961.
54 E.g., R.Y�dav, Khule paºkh, óèóe ¶aine. In: Abhimanyu ká �tmahaty�. îgr� 1959.
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a bit of happiness.55 Some characters of the older generation feel lonely because
they were not able to keep up with their times and to change their way of think-
ing at least a little.56 Another sort of character feeling lonely is the young person
living in a permanent conflict situation because, on the contrary, he/she out-
paced his/her times.57 Finally there are people who got away from their former
background, but were not able to find their place anywhere else.58 Nirmal
Varm� succeeded in depicting the characters of all these categories next to each
other, representing the regularity of these phenomena in a very natural way.59 In
the 1950s, the New Short Story writers believed in a speedy process of change,
in the human ability to find a place in the mosaic of the traditional hierarchy of
relations. Their attitude was as unequivocal as that of the pragativ�d � but for
the difference that New Short Story was much more concerned with the individ-
ual.

It is striking that in the early 1960s, those themes and motifs which survived
from the 1950s declined, while those which had not been so frequent before, ap-
peared again and again. In the 1960s, the attitude towards the traditional extend-
ed family became irresolute. The authors sympathizing with the younger gener-
ation and with the new, in some cases depicted the traditional family as a fusty
and backward, yet self-contented and successful entity.60 In many stories, the
younger generation goes its own way even at the cost of a break with the par-
ents,61 but the tenor of such stories is usually gloomy, they are full of suggestive
depictions of feelings of fear, frequent in the 1960s generally. More and more
short stories depict a breakdown of marriage for various reasons,62 explained or
unexplained. While in the 1950s, female characters were usually the centre of
attention of such short stories,63 now the attention was divided more equally.
Male characters of such short stories are usually groping frustrated heroes � a
very frequent type in the New Short Story of the 1960s � often more helpless
and more disoriented than their female counterparts. In the words of a Hindi re-
searcher in Hindi literature, �a third person makes himself unwantedly and un-
knowingly indispensable and penetrates into relations�64 � which means pictures

55 E.g., Kamle�var, Tal��. In: MÆs k� dariy�. Dillá n.d.
56 E.g., R.Y�dav, P�s-fel.
57 E.g., Mohan R�ke�, Sám�¢. In: Ins�n ke khaö¶ahar.
58 E.g., U·� Priyaµvad�, Chuóóá k� din. Kah�ná, July 1957.
59 Nirmal Varm�, M�y�-darpaö. Kah�ná, January 1959.
60 E.g., Mannè Bhaö¶�rá, Chat ban�nev�le. In: Ek pleó sail�b. Il�h�b�d 1968.
61 E.g., Mohan R�ke�, Jaºgl�. In: Faul�d k� �k��. Dillá 1966; Kamle�var, òpar uóht� hu�

mak�n. In: MÆs k� dary�.
62 E.g., R.Y�dav, éèón�. In: éèón�. Dillá n.d.; R.Y�dav, Bhavi·ya ke �s-p�s maö¶r�ta hu�

atát. In: Apne p�r. Dillá 1968; Kamle�var, Dukh� ke r�ste, Jo likh� nah� j�t�. In: MÆs k� dary�.
63 E.g., Mannè Bhaö¶�rá, Tán nig�h� ká ek tasvár. Kah�ná, November 1958; etc.
64 R�m Sanehá L�l �arm� Y�y�var, Prem saµbandh� ke bác tásr�. R�·órv�ºá (Pèöe), September

1995, p. 36.
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of adultery appearing in the short story from the 1960s onwards.65 A child from
a broken or breaking marriage appears again and again.66 The characters of
these innocent �heroes� are depicted in a touching way but without sentimental-
ity. The stress is laid rather on their lack of mental balance and their mental dis-
tortions as results of a permanent conflict situation. The characters of discon-
tented children began to appear who are pushed to call their divorced fathers�
new wives �mummy�.67

Some of the writers of the short-lived, yet quite expressive trend of the Anti-
Story (akah�n´) of the 1960s, too, touched upon the theme of the traditional
family and the young people�s revolt against it.68 However, a distinct feature of
the trend was its spontaneous surrender to the mood of the moment, usually
gloomy, so that little space was left to be concerned with real human relations,
with the family.

The gloomy picture was somewhat compensated by the trend of the sacetan
kah�n´.69 Here, again, the theme of basic transformation and even the disinte-
gration of the traditional family was elaborated.70 Sporadically, a family of a
new type was depicted where there was no sharp conflict of generations.71 Un-
like the Anti-Story, the sacetan short story �declared that the basic urge of man
is to live and exist.�72 In this respect, it was an opposite of the Anti-Story which
never set goals and never tried to reach any clear definition of itself.

Basically the same family-related motifs appeared during the 1970s in the
literary trend Parallel (sam�ntar) but also elsewhere: desintegrating family,73 si-
lently suffering deserted woman,74 problems of arranging marriages,75 too many
children,76 too many daughters.77 However, they were, as a rule, overshadowed

65 E.g., U·� Priyaµvad�, Trip, SvákÛti. In: Kitn� ba¨� jhèóh. Dillá 1972; Mannè Bhaö¶�rá,
ðc�á, B�h� k� gher�. In: Ek pleó sail�b; etc.

66 E.g., R�jendra Y�dav, Apne p�r. In: Apne p�r; Mannè Bhaö¶�rá, Band dar�z� k� s�th.
S�rik� (Bambaá), March 1967; Mohan R�ke�, Pahc�n. In: Mile-jule cehre. Dillá 1969; etc.

67 E.g., R.Y�dav, Apne p�r.
68 E.g., Rame� Up�dhyay, îalat! îalat! In: Akah�ná. Lakhnaè 1967; Sudh� Aro¨�, Aviv�hit

pÛ·óh. In: Baèair tar��e hue. Il�h�b�d 1968.
69 The term may be translated as �rational short story� or �sensible short story� or �story of

the conscious�.
70 E.g., Jñ�nrañjan, Pit�. In: Fens ke idhar aur udhar. Dillá 1968; S. R.Y�trá, Ajnabá log. Naá

kah�niyÆ (Naá Dillá), October 1965; Mehrunnis� Parvez, Akel� gulmohar. Naá  kah�niyÆ , October
1968.

71 Jñ�nrañjan, Fens ke idhar aur udhar. In: Fens ke idhar aur udhar.
72 Rajeev Saksena, A Year of Hindi Writing. The Century Special (New Delhi), January

1965, p. 51.
73 E.g., Rame� Up�dhy�y, Samtal. In: Sam�ntar I, ed. Kamle�var, Bambaá 1972.
74 E.g., S.R.Y�trá, Daraz� ke bác. In: �re·óh sam�ntar kah�niyÆ, ed. H. Jo�á, Dillá 1976.
75 E.g., Prabhu Jo�á, Yah sab anthán. In: Ibid.
76 E.g., Sudáp. Kitn� p�ná. In: Ibid.; Narendra Kohlá, Ek nayá �uru�t. S�rik�, May 1970;

Sèryab�l�, Gumn�m d�yre. S�rik�, July 1974.
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by the social motif in the narrowest sense of the word: the problems of poverty,
unemployment, tension between the rich and the poor which were depicted as
distorting family relations. In the short story Useless is my Life78 by Sun´t� Jain
(b. 1940) the motif of family planning appears, but in a surprising light: its
practice turns against the newly wed wife. Even the plight of a young woman
who had become a widow as a child was depicted as caused not by traditions
and by her relatives, but by poverty and even by arbitrary rule of the police.79 In
all short stories of the representative anthology People of the Seventies,80 the so-
cial tenor in the narrowest sense dominates, and such is more or less the case in
both representative anthologies of the literary group Parallel.81 As it was put in
the above-mentioned anthology People of the Seventies, �this leftist inclination
appears in most short stories of this decade. At the time of the New Short Story,
this progressivity had come forward with a romantic attitude towards emotional
life situations of the human being. This time, it has come in the form of a hu-
man socio-economic struggle for existence.�82 We can add that this is nothing
new � more or less the same was the tenor of pragativ�d.

The 1960s�1970s were still a time of literary groupings and of sharp polem-
ics between them. Individualization on a large scale was yet to come in the
1980s when most authors avoided starting from a given postulate and thus put-
ting a limit to their creative work. In spite of that, the short story of the 1980s
and 1990s displays a particular set of recurrent motifs again.

In the 1980s and in the early 1990s, Hindi publishing houses manifested a
certain liking for publishing anthologies of stories by different writers concern-
ing certain common topics. Their titles are quite telling by themselves. What
concerns us here, are, in particular, the anthologies Stories of Failed Marriag-
es,83 Stories of Breaking Families,84 Stories of Working Women,85 Stories of
Childhood,86 Best Short Stories by Hindi Woman Writers,87 Short Stories of Old
Age.88

It is not only that the writers find and portray a family and society different
than their predecessors did. The authors� approach, too, has undergone changes.

77 E.g., Sudh� Aro¨�, Damancakr. In: �re·óh sam�ntar kah�niyÆ.
78 Sunát� Jain, Birath� janm ham�r�. In: Ham mohre din r�t ke. Dillá 1971.
79 E.g., Him�n�u Jo�á, Manu·ya-cihn. In: �re·óh sam�ntar kah�niyÆ.
80 îóhv¢ da�ak ke log. Ed. Balr�m � Maná·r�j. Dillá 1985.
81 Sam�ntar, �re·óh sam�ntar kah�niyÆ.
82 Vinay Das, Hindá kah�ná k� �óhvÆ da�ak. In: îóhv¢ da�ak ke log, p. 197.
83 Asaphal d�mpatya ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1988.
84 éèóte pariv�r� ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1988.
85 K�mk�já mahil�� ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1991.
86 Bacpan ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1986.
87 Hindá lekhik�� ká �re·óh kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1991.
88 VÛddh�vasth� ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1986.
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Most of the characters of the short stories of the 1980s and 1990s live amidst
generational problems. However, a typical traditional family, ruled by the moth-
er-in-law with a hierarchy of daughters-in-law ceased to be the centre of the
writers� attention. That corresponds with the contemporary reality in which the
joint family is usually transformed in different ways and in many cases it sur-
vives only in the minds of people. In the Hindi short stories of the 1980s and the
1990s, we rather come across elderly or old people who live alone because the
young generation has left for the city or for abroad.89 The grown-up children of
these characters are depicted neither as a rebelling younger generation nor as
scoundrels who left their parents alone, but simply as people living their own
lives, nothing better and nothing worse. They meet, however, with difficulties of
a new type: entirely left to themselves and thrown upon their own resources,
they miss the support of their elders, especially their help in bringing up the
children. The necessity to rely upon strange people rather than on one�s own rel-
atives is relatively new in the Indian social reality. Since family relationships
are traditionally very close and firm, their violation of this sort is usually felt
and depicted as painful.90 Old people appear, who stay with their own families,
but feel alone.91 In many cases, such a character is not a pitied old widow, but
an old man, be he a widower or not, whose expectations are not fulfilled be-
cause he is by far not in the position of a ruling patriarch.92 Other relationships,
too � such as the traditionally warm relationship between an uncle and his neph-
ews and nieces who are his sister�s children � appears depicted as deteriorat-
ing.93 The existence of the two above-mentioned anthologies about failed mar-
riages shows the interest given to failures of marriages. However, the woman in
a not-so-happy marriage is not necessarily depicted as struggling for equal
rights and for the development of her own personality94 as was usual before.
Surprisingly enough, there are only a few stories concerned with the problem of
dowry95 which is quite acute in the Indian reality. The � almost complete � ab-
sence of the burning issue of �dowry death� (which appears as a headline in the
newspapers quite often) as a motif in literature is surprising. The question of ar-

89 E.g., MÛö�l P�ö¶e, DèriyÆ. In: Ek strá k� vid�gát. Dillá 1985; R�mdh�rá Sinh Div�kar,
Dhar�tal. In: Mah�nagar ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1986; R.S. Div�kar, Sarhad ke par. In: 1983-84 ká
�re·óh hindá kah�niyÆ. Dillá 1986; Him�n�u Jo�á,  Æ kh¢. In: Indraprastha ká kah�niyÆ. Dillá
1990; Sèryab�l�, SÆjhv�tá. In: 1993-94 ká �re·óh hindá  kah�niyÆ, vol.I, Dillá 1995; Kusum
Ansal, Y�d� ke sahy�trá. In: Ibid.; Simmá Har·it�, îtmakath� k� manobh�v. In: Dh�r��ayá.
Dillá 1980; many short stories of the anthology VÛddh�vasth� ká kah�niyÆ.

90 E.g., Sudh� Aro¨�, Mah�nagar ká Maithilá. In: Mah�nagar ká kah�niyÆ.
91 MÛö�l P�ö¶e, Ek strá k� vid�gát. In: Ek strá k� vid�gát; many characters in the anthology

VÛddh�vasth� ká kah�niyÆ.
92 E.g., MÛdul� Garg, Udh�r ká hav�. In: Urf Sam. Dillá 1986.
93 E.g., �ekhar Jo�á, Ziddá. In: Bacpan ká kah�niyÆ.
94 E.g., MÛdul� Garg, Cakkarghinná. In: K�mk�já mahil�� ká kah�niyÆ.
95 E.g., Várendra Saksen�, Dikh�ne ke dÆt. In: Ibid; Kau�aly� A�k, San�ay. In: Ibid.
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ranged marriage and love marriage is not much discussed, although love mar-
riage is by no means presented as a path leading straight to happiness.96 The re-
lation between generations as depicted in the 1980s�1990s has undergone great
changes in comparison with its presentation even in the 1960s. In many re-
spects, the generational conflict is tending to disappear, the younger generation
live their own lives � but for one thing: to talk with one�s parents about one�s
own marriage, or, as the case may be, about one�s decision not to get married is
depicted as by no means easier than before.97 The type of a neglected unhappy
wife has not disappeared but more frequently than a neglected wife we find a
couple where both are too busy and both lose mutual interest in each other.98

After all, a down-trodden wife is not a new phenomenon and, thus, not interest-
ing enough for the writers. In the short story The Wife99 Dh´rendra Asth�n� ap-
pears to have reacted, in a way, to the short story of the same title by Jainendra-
kum�r, mentioned before. Active female characters, stronger than their male
counterparts or superior to them in one way or another, increased in number on
the pages of short stories in the 1980s, and have become their permanent inhab-
itants in the 1990s. The forms of their superiority vary from one case to anoth-
er.100 Economic independence and freedom, however, is not presented as the so-
lution to all problems.101 The shift of woman writers from female characters to
male ones, manifested in the 1980s, continues in the 1990s. However, it does
not contradict the interest of the woman writers in the female characters. In
some cases, the male character in an unbalanced married life is even at the
verge of the comical.102 A new motif is a married working woman who does not
wish to have a child at all or who is not happy to have born it, as she considers it
an obstacle in her career, or for other reasons, even non-economic.103 In the
1980s, a deluge of short stories appeared concerning broken marriages and di-
vorces with all consequences. Children are not depicted as a bond in a faltering
marriage or in marriage generally, though childlessness is presented as a serious

96 E.g., Dhárendra Asth�n�, Patná. In: Asaphal d�mpatya ká  kah�niyÆ; Anát� Manoc�, Gav�h.
In: Bacpan ká kah�niyÆ; etc.

97 E.g., Surendra Tiv�rá, Aniket. In: Mah�nagar ká  kah�niyÆ; Citr� Mudgal, �ènya. In: Asaphal
d�mpatya ká kah�niyÆ.

98 E.g., MÛdul� Garg, VitÛ·ö�. In: Urf Sam; Maháp Sinh, Dhèp ká ½gliy� ke ni��n. In: 1983-
84 ká �re·óh hindá kah�niyÆ; Surendra Aro¨�, îg k� jaºgal. In: éèóte pariv�r� ká kah�niyÆ;
Mannè Bhaö¶�rá, ��yad. In: Asaphal d�mpatya ká kah�niyÆ.

99 Patná. In: Ibid.
100 E.g., Kusum Ansal, Mere ��iq k� n�m. In: 1993-94 ká �re·óh hindá kah�niyÆ, vol. II, ed.

Maháp Sinh, Dillá 1996; Vibh�n�u Divy�l, Anubhav. In: Ibid.
101 Már� Sák¨á, Pahc�n. In: Ibid., vol. I; Rabin �� Pu·p, Sirf caukhaó�. In: Ibid., vol. II.
102 E.g., Sudh� Aro¨�, Are you listening? (English translation) Manushi, January-February

1995.
103 E.g., Indir� Mithal, Please ham¢ bebá c�hie. In: Hindá lekhik�� ká �re·óh kah�niyÆ; R�já

Seóh, îalat hot� pancatantra. In: Bacpan ká kah�niyÆ; Simmá Har·it�, K�jè. In: 1993-94 ká
�re·óh hindá kah�niyÆ, vol. II.
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problem.104 Also there are few characters of unhappy deserted women. In the
1980s, characters get properly divorced according to the law and their lives go
on.105 Very different pictures of mutual relations between divorced husbands
and wives have started appearing, reaching from quite friendly relations to a
cruel struggle between the two when both want to keep the child. Rather rarely
we come across a remarriage of a divorcee and it is presented as full of prob-
lems.106 Divorcees as sole earners in the family are depicted at least as frequent-
ly as widows. Widows are not altogether an object of particular pity or concern.
They are presented just as working women and mothers coping with some addi-
tional problems.107

In the 1980s and 1990s, most short story writers carefully try to keep dis-
tance between their characters� emotional disposition and their own. They try to
be above all it, they neither fight passionately for anything nor against anything.

We can, of course, regard fiction in general and the short story in particular
as a sort of document of its time. Surely, it reflects the stir and change of its
time.

The time of Premcand and his contemporaries was more or less the time of
discussions of widow remarriage � if yes or not, though it had been legally per-
mitted since 1856. To get one�s daughter remarried or to marry a widow was
still a matter of civic courage. Premcand himself married a widow as his second
wife. Premcand�s time was also the time of Gandhi who strongly opposed child
marriages and advocated widow remarriage.108 He opposed the dowry system109

and other forms of the social degradation of women. In general, however, he
was full of admiration for the ability of Indian women to suffer quietly and in
his view, the woman served humanity best by giving the nation healthy and
morally upright children.110 Accordingly, these aspects of family life stood in
the centre of attention of the writers. At the same time, urbanization and indus-
trialization of India was under way, though still moderately, accompanied by so-
cial mobility of the people who individually started seeking new existence sepa-
ratedly from the traditional family. The problem of upholding the traditional
family or of letting it disintegrate arose. Writers noticed the changes and react-

104 E.g., Citr� Mudgal, �ènya.
105 E.g., Maháp Sinh, Dhèp ká ½gliy� ke ni��n; Nirmal Varm�, Ek din k� mehm�n. In: Kavve

aur k�l� p�ná. Dillá 3rd ed. 1989; Citr� Mudgal, �ènya; Rame� Bakh�á, Jinke ghar ¶hahte ha°.
In: Asaphal d�mpatya ká  kah�niyÆ; Sure� Seóh, Flag Station. In: Ibid.

106 E.g., Citr� Mudgal, �ènya; Citr� Mudgal, T��mahal. In: K�mk�já mahil�� ká kah�niyÆ;
Gulz�r, Mard. In: 1993-94 ká �re·óh hindá kah�niyÆ, vol. I; R�já Seóh, Andhe mo¨ se �ge. In:
Andhe mo¨ se �ge. Dillá 1983.

107 E.g., Manik� Mohiná, R�kh ke náce. In: Bacpan ká  kah�niyÆ; MÛdul� Garg, Aglá subah.
In: Urf Sam; etc.

108 E.g., Young India, October 16, 1926; September 23, 1926; etc.
109 E.g., To the Women. Karachi, 2nd ed. 1943, p. 120.
110 K.K. Gandhi, Women and Social Injustice. Ahmedabad 1958, pp. 179-180.
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111 Girija Khanna � Mariamma Varghese, Indian Women Today. New Delhi 1978, p. 162.
112 Social Welfare (New Delhi), January 1979, pp. 33-35.

ed to them in different ways: they welcomed them or they warned against them,
they tried to point out how the problems could or should be solved, what should
or should not be allowed to happen. The traditional institution of the hierarchi-
cal family started cracking but it still seemed that it was possible and even nec-
essary to prevent this disintegration.

The 1940s and early 1950s were the time of turbulent changes. The freedom
struggle culminated and Independence was attained. Freedom became so to say
the slogan of the day. The Progressivists were enthusiastic for modernization of
family relations and strongly against subordination of women and of the young-
er generation. In their fervour they usually wanted to point out a way out and
when they did not find any, they sometimes resorted to slogans instead of the
truth of life. The then dominating Progressivism was closely linked with the
leftist movements. The decline of the Progressivist movement in the 1950s was
connected with the enormous sectarianism within the Communist Party of In-
dia.

The 1950s were also marked by rapid urbanization and industrialization
which, again, brought about disintegration of families in the sense that individu-
als moved to the cities or to other places to seek a livelihood. The disintegration
of family seemed to be in full swing and attracted the attention of many writers
as a new phenomenon. The first wave of the New Short Story tried to encourage
it in the spirit: �The sooner the better,� though further developments proved
something else.

Approximately the same period was also the time of lively discussion of the
future Uniform Civil Code (which has not come into being till this day) and of
the reform of the Hindu Code which was put through in 1955. One of the most
important points of the reform was that divorce with the right to remarry was
made possible for any couple married according to Brahmanical rites or follow-
ing any other form of customary Hindu marriage. Now divorce ceased to be an
almost exotic phenomenon � this explains the emergence of the motif of divorce
in the New Short Story of the 1960s. The problem of widow remarriage ceased
to be a recurrent motif. In the social reality, widow remarriage is still widely
rather looked down upon as a betrayal, but: many of those who oppose it feel
that women are handicapped rather than benefitted by a second marriage.111 In a
sample from Delhi in the late 1970s it was found that most of the widows were
not interested in remarriage out of concern about the well-being of their chil-
dren.112 With the rising marriageable age of girls, the phenomenon of the child
widow is disappearing. Apart from that, being a wife is not the only possible
way of existence for a woman now.

The first wave of the New Short Story culminated in the atmosphere of a
certain civic enthusiasm of the years 1954�1960, when Nehru�s government
was able to raise hopes for a favourable development of the country. Writers
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were critical of many inconsequencies and unfulfilled promises but they were
also convinced that their dissatisfied and rebelling heroes would find a way out.
The New Short Story of the 1950s left an encouraging impression not by pro-
claiming optimistic conclusions but by the fact that it did not hesitate to point at
the black spots and thus to show the very first steps for their removal.

In the 1960s, an intricate situation began to develop. Economic difficulties
and political disillusionment must have led to a horrified astonishment that not
as much could be achieved by mere moral pressure on the social conscience as
the writers wished. Among other things, the attitude towards the traditional fam-
ily became irresolute. The comparison between by Indian standards liberated
woman and the traditional dependent woman devoted to her husband also ended
up irresolutely, often rather in favouring the latter. Rigid adherence to traditions
makes people suffer, but being non-conformist also makes the individual suffer
� what is to be done then? Life according to patriarchal traditions may then ap-
pear to many people as life in a cosy corner. This was not necessarily the view-
point of the writers � they were only looking round themselves. For example, as
to the attitude towards marriage, in a study of the attitude of educated women in
1959, 20% of them preferred a job to marriage, in 1969 it was only 5%. In
1959, 63% of the educated working women preferred love marriages, in 1969 it
was 48%.113 To cut a long story short, tradition in family relations lives on and
has its own dynamics, supported by the socio-economic situation.

The increased concern with breaking or broken marriage in the 1980s and
1990s reflects a topical problem: in the first decade after the reform of the Spe-
cial Marriage Act in 1976, for example in Bombay divorce cases more than
doubled, in Delhi, 1986, nearly 25 divorce petitions were filed every day, etc.
�Marriage is no longer a sacred word and divorce no longer a dirty one,�114 was
said in a special feature in a popular magazine by the end of 1986. New phe-
nomena are found worthy of writing, and so is divorce as well as lonely old peo-
ple which are a relatively rare phenomenon in Indian social reality. Further, both
phenomena are reminiscent of foreign ways and may therefore be attractive for
readers.

In the 1980s and 1990s, the short story appears to be a reflection of doubt
upon everything in public life, which becomes manifest, for example when go-
ing through newspapers and periodicals. �Need to review...,� �Time to re-de-
fine...,� �Rethinking of...� are very frequent beginnings of the headlines. Con-
temporary writers manifest their uncertainty, or at least, they usually do not take
up unequivocal attitudes towards any phenomenon that attracts their attention
by its novelty.

Everything we find in Hindi short story we find in the social reality, too.
Anybody who comes in touch, in particular, with the urban middle and �lower

113 Promilla Kapur, The Changing Status of the Working Women in India. Delhi 1974, pp. 9-
11.

114 India Today (New Delhi), December 31, 1986, p. 44.
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middle� class may have a feeling of having met the characters of a particular
short story several times at several places. But: if as many young people had left
their traditional families and taken an independent life path of their own, as it
was depicted in the short story of the 1950s, then the extended family consisting
of at least two generations or of relatives of different types from one generation
would have vanished. Yet we know that it is not the case and that where nuclear
families have been formed they frequently grow again into an extended/small
joint family,115 flexible enough to become an acceptable means of existence for
emotional as well as economic reasons. If nothing else, then its solidarity is
such that it observes traditional rules despite being physically separated due to
different reasons. As it was put in a popular magazine, members of �today�s �I
want my space� generation� exist �in their private cocoons even while leading a
collective life of the extended family�.116 That may be an explanation of the de-
cline of depictions of generational tension in short stories.

If arranged marriages and their after-effects had been as disastrous and un-
bearable as was frequently depicted, then love marriage would have become the
common pattern. Yet it is known that the conventional marriage by negotiation
and mutual settlement prevails.117

The impression of the above-mentioned anthologies of Hindi short stories of
the 1980s and 1990s or even that of reading Hindi short stories in a greater
number at random could be that divorce has become such a matter-of-course as
it is in Europe. Yet it is a fact that divorce still affects the social prestige of the
couple and people are not prepared to endanger their position in society and in
kinship groups, therefore divorce is still avoided as far as possible.118

In this way, we could continue going through different motifs. An increasing
phenomenon attracts the attention of the writers, which leads to a disproportion-
ality in which the high frequency of certain motifs in literature exceeds the fre-
quency of the respective phenomenon in social reality. Even detailed narrations,
common in Hindi short stories, indicate that the authors highly appreciate the
fact of having the chance to write about recent phenomena.

On the other hand, the striking scarcity, e.g., of �dowry death� and dowry
problems in general in the Hindi short story of the 1980s and 1990s in contrast
to the press which is full of them may perhaps be explained by the desire to re-
main neutral. It is hardly possible to remain neutral toward a case of death be-
cause of an insufficient dowry, whatever the circumstances may be, and it is
next to impossible to be above such a horror and to doubt whether or not it had
to happen. The absence of this burning issue bears another evidence of the fact
that belle-lettres cannot be regarded as a thorough document of a time, however

115 Cf., e.g., Raghuvir Sinha, Dynamics of the Change in the Modern Hindu Family, pp. 46,
272, etc.

116 India Today, July 15, 1994, p. 87.
117 Cf., e.g., Sinha, op.cit., p. 63, etc.
118 Cf. Sinha, op. cit., p. 121.
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true the individual pictures of life they present. However, there may be another
explanation of the almost complete absence of that horrific motif, an explana-
tion which concerns Hindi short story as a whole. Most short stories of the
1980s � 1990s are glimpses of the life the writers live themselves and see round
themselves. There is, indeed, no scarcity of shocking news of �dowry deaths� in
the newspapers, but in a �normal� average family they do not occur. The writers
put their fingers on the charms of ordinary life � or on its �charms�, i.e., on
what is devoid of charm in ordinary life, not on criminal cases.

The motif of love marriage, too, appears relatively rarely, but this scarcity
corresponds to the social reality where, according to an opinion poll conducted
in five metropolitan cities in 1994, 74% of interviewed adults believed that ar-
ranged marriages are more likely to succeed than love marriages.119 There is no
space to analyse this question here and now, but love marriage or �self-arranged
marriage�, as it is called sometimes120 is too remote from Indian tradition to be-
come a frequent motif even of modern literature. If we accept the standpoint of
some researchers that the traditional attitude towards marriage is likely to sur-
vive even the change from the extended to the nuclear type of family,121 then the
Hindi short story reflects this situation adequately.

To sum up, the Hindi short story is reflective of social realities but it can be
regarded as a document of its time only to some extent. The natural fascination
of the writers with the novelty of certain problems is rather misleading. After
all, the same may apply to the literature of all countries and periods. It can only
be added that, as to family-related motifs in India, the writers never felt restrict-
ed by fear of possible repressions by the ruling authority. If they avoided a cer-
tain question, it was not due to censorship, but, at most, due to a certain self-
censorship because a particular point was a taboo or it was not found interesting
enough, or it was found embarrassing in one way or another.

119 Sunday Magazine (New Delhi), 9-15 January 1994.
120 Manushi, January-February 1994, p. 13.
121 T.N. Madan, The Hindu Family and Development. In: Family, Kinship and Marriage in

India. Ed. Patricia Uberoi. Delhi 1994, p. 438.


